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SUMMARY

BCLP advised firm client XBTO, a global leader in cryptofinance, in its high-profile jersey

sponsorship deal with Inter Miami CF of Major League Soccer, beginning with the club's next game

at home against the New York Red Bulls on Friday, September 17. The XBTO logo will also be

prominently featured at DRV PNK Stadium.

BCLP provided advice and assistance in negotiating the jersey sponsorship. The deal is the first-

ever jersey sponsorship deal for Inter Miami CF, is recognized as one of the biggest deals in the MLS

to date, and is the first-ever cryptofinance deal in MLS. The deal has been covered by several media

outlets such as The Miami Herald, SportBusiness, MLS Soccer, and the Sports Business Journal.

With offices in Miami, Paris, Bermuda and New York, XBTO has a world-class team of finance and

technology professionals working with traders, investors and entrepreneurs to accelerate the social

benefits of cryptocurrency.  The BCLP Sports & Entertainment Group team of lawyers was led by

Steve Smith, partner and Sports & Entertainment Group co-leader, and Suzanne Crespo, associate.

Financial terms of the transaction have not been publicly announced. 

BCLP's Sports & Entertainment Group is one of just two sports practices worldwide recognized

by Chambers as a leader in sports law in both the US and the UK. The group is particularly active in

the naming rights and sponsorship space, where they are recognized as leaders in the industry and

have handled more than $4.6 billion in deals, representing clients on both the sponsor side and the

team/venue side.
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https://www.sportbusiness.com/news/inter-miami-poised-to-announce-xbto-jersey-sponsorship-deal/
https://www.mlssoccer.com/news/inter-miami-cf-announce-xbto-as-first-ever-jersey-sponsor
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This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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